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Summary
Feature selection, often used as a pre-processing step to machine learning, is

designed to reduce dimensionality, eliminate irrelevant data and improve accuracy.
Iris Basis is our first attempt to reduce the dimensionality of the problem while
focusing only on parts of the scene that effectively identify the individual. Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (ICA) is to extract iris feature to recognize iris pat-
tern. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a dimension-reduction tool that can
be used to reduce a large set of variables to a small set that still contains most of the
information in the large set. Image quality is very important in biometric authenti-
cation techniques. We have assessed the collision of various factors on performance
of ICA and PCA as well as evaluated which factors can be plausibly compensated
on iris patterns.
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Introduction
High dimensional problems are becoming increasingly common. With high

dimensional data, it is difficult to understand the underlying structure [1]: Addi-
tionally, the storage, transmission and processing of high dimensional data places
great demands on systems. All these are aspects of one of the most interesting com-
putational and data analysis problems. Iris feature extraction is the crucial stage of
the whole iris recognition process for personal identification [1]. A brief survey is
made firstly in this paper on the methods that feasibly implemented in iris feature
extraction. Because the iris capture devices in use are mostly exposed to the natural
scene, so the natural illumination or other variant conditions sometimes can greatly
influence the iris Images captured and further impact the recognition result.

Iris Representation
In order to acquire the image of an eye with clear iris pattern, a Sony Video

camera was connected to the build-in video capture card in our IBM PC machine.
Image Analysis requires a lot of complex mathematics calculations, which is why
Matlab, with its powerful mathematics, signal and image processing capabilities,
made itself the first choice of platform for developing algorithm [2].
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Iris Localization
Iris localization is an especially important step in the whole iris recognition

system. Only when we segment iris correctly from the original iris image, we can
obtain an accurate matching result. Iris localization, by definition, means to detect
the location of iris’ inner and outer boundaries as indicated in fig 1.

The aim of iris localization is to locate iris accurately and fast. In practice, if
an algorithm performs accurately, it always needs a long time to locate iris. Daug-
man proposed a coarse to fine localization method. First, it finds out the coarse
centre and radius of pupil and iris [3]; Another classic iris localization method
was proposed by Wildes[4]. Wildes’ system performed its contour fitting in two
steps. First, transform the original iris image to a binary edge-map, which is recov-
ered via gradient-based edge detection. Second, use the Hough transform to detect
the circular curve through the edge points. The algorithms proposed by Wildes
and Daugman can localize iris correctly. However, the two methods cost a long
time[5][6].

Defining Pupillary Iris Boundary
The first procedure in the whole image analysis is to define the pupillary iris

boundary. The inner boundary of the iris, forming the pupil, can be accurately de-
termined by exploiting the fact that the boundary of the pupil essentially a circular
edge. The pupil is generally dark while the iris is lighter, with varied pigmentation
[3]. When an image is imported into Matlab the image is firstly transformed into
a 256 level grayscale image between 0 being black, and 255 being white Pupillary
boundary is detected as an abrupt and sudden change in brightness when summed
along a circle whose radius steadily increasing. This sudden change will be max-
imum when the circle has its center near the true center of the pupil, and when its
radius matches the true radius of the pupil. Thus, the image processing problem of
finding the pupil can be formulated as an optimization problem, in which a series of
“exploding circles” with the center coordinates located at each one of the number
of trail points on a grid [6].

The image is filtered using histogram equalization method then thresholding,
by setting Intensity which is greater than intensity threshold ato 255, white, and
intensity less than b to black, 0. Then a circle mask of arbitrary area of r 2*? is
applied only the dark mass centroid in the pupil are left. Then an estimated center
is found on the final filtered image [6].

The system searches for the maximum rate of change in this quantity as the
radius expand. For the candidate circle that best describes the papillary boundary,
there will be a sudden “spike” in the rate -of-change of luminance summed around
its perimeter, when its radius just matches that of the Papillary boundary.
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Iris Normalization
The purpose of iris normalization is to get the same region of iris to do matching

regardless pupil dilation and the different iris size caused by the different distance
between the eye and video zoom factor.

Wildes used an image-registration technique to eliminate dilation, scaling and
rotation. This approach wraps a new iris image into alignment with a normal image
according to a mapping function so that the difference between the two iris images
is minimal [4]. Daugman map image coordinates to polar image coordinates. The
angular coordinate ranges between 0∼2π and the radial coordinate ranges from the
iris [7,10]. Li Ma et al gave a method to eliminate other problems in normalization
part to improve the performance of match. Enhancement is adopted to eliminate
the non-uniform brightness problem and the low intensity contrast problem. There
are two steps in this part. One is the background illumination estimation and the
other is histogram equalization [8][21].

The normalization algorithm always depends on the algorithm of feature vector
extraction and match. Moreover, it should be made the texture on iris become
clearer and eliminate the factors that will lead to error of match in iris normalization
operation.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principle component analysis has been widely used for analyzing the image

data. It is applied to biometric systems as a classification design. PCA enables us to
measure the difference between two images while allowing expression changes. In
the vector space, PCA identifies the major directions and corresponding strengths,
of variation in the data. PCA performs these by computing the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the image data. Keeping only a few eigen-
vectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues, PCA can be also used as to reduce
the size of the data while hold the major variation of data. For example, we may
reduce the database size by using only first twenty eigenspace while our whole
eigenvectors are 250[1] [2].

Principle Component Analysis (PCA), also known as Eigen-XY analysis is a
standard statistical technique for finding directions of maximum variations in data.
These directions, called the principle components, can be used to reconstruct all
of the information within the set and can be tested to which level a test image
couples with an image of the training set. Principle components with smaller as-
sociated magnitudes can often be omitted, as they contribute less to the overall
reconstruction of each data element. This allows sufficient representation of the
original data set with a reduced set of principle components. Principle components
are found by computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance ma-
trix associated with the data. Eigenvectors with largest associated eigenvalues are
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the principle components that describe the most variation in the data set. Principle
component coefficients of data elements are found by projecting each datum onto
the eigenspace of the covariance matrix [3].

Linear Principal Components Analysis
Using the example of projecting data from two dimensions to one, a linear

projection requires the optimum choice of projection to be a minimization of the
sum-of-squares error. This is obtained first by subtracting the mean x of the data
set. The covariance matrix is calculated and its eigenvectors and eigen values are
found. The eigen vectors corresponding to the M largest eigen values are retained,
and the input vectors xn are subsequently projected onto the eigenvectors to give
components of the transformed.

Vectors zn in the M-dimensional space. Retaining a Subset M < d the basis
vectors μi so that M coefficients zi are used allows for replacement of the remaining
coefficients by constants bi this allows each x vector to be approximated by an
expression of the form:

x̃ =
M

∑
i=1

ziui +
d

∑
1=M+1biui

(1)

Where represents a linear combination of d orthonormal vectors.[4][5].

Simple PCA
Simple PCA (SPCA) is not strictly speaking a Hebbian algorithm, although

it does have similarities, it is iterative, local and gets the principal components in
order (largest eigenvalues first). Most importantly, it does not necessarily add a
Hebbian term. Instead, SPCA considers other forms of φ . In particular, considers
two different functions φ1 and φ2

φ1 (yi,xk) =
{

xk if yi ≥ 0
0 other wise

}

φ2(yi,xk) = yixk

Working of PCA on Iris image
In order to use PCA for image processing firstly it is required to convert RGB

picture gray. Eye image is two dimensional array of x * y, where x and y are width
and height of image. Each image can be represented as vector dimension [6].

P be an image from the database, P1, P2, P3, . . . Pn indicates the vectors from
each image. The average of images can defined as

X = 1
m

M
∑

n=1
Pn (2)
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After getting average column vector matrix it is required to find the difference
matrix of each image which should differ from the average vector

φ =

[
φ1 φ2 . . . φn
...

...
...

]
φ = Pi −X (3)

The Difference Matrix is obtained. Covariance is always measured between 2
dimensions The Covariance Matrix can be defined as

CM =
1
M

M

∑
n=1

φnφ T
n = υυT (4)

Where
υ = [φ1 φ21......φM] (5)

To provide a background for the matrix algebra required in PCA. Specifically
we use eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a given matrix. After getting Covariance
Matrix multiply two matrices together, provided they are compatible sizes. Eigen-
vectors are a special case of this. It is obtained by

υυT vi = μivi (6)

Hence we construct a matrix M×M

L = υT υ (7)

The above equation (3.3) and (3.4) can be defined as

Ul = ∑M
k=1Vlkφk (8)

Theses eigenvectors are called eigenfaces. Among those eigen faces are with higher
values are most useful for. Therefore M<M’ eigen faces that are most significant
for building the eye subspace for image projections. Which are used for iris identi-
fication classification, recognition. [9,20]

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis
(ICA). PCA has been used as a preprocessing step that reduces dimensions for
obtaining ICA components for iris.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA): Simple to implement and fast perfor-
mance. PCA is based on linear mapping and eingenvectors. It’s one of the most tra-
ditional methods around, also known as Karhunen-Loeve expansion. Independent
Component Analysis: Blind source separation method, very efficient de-mixing
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non-Gaussian distributed features [11][12]. It is also an iterative, linear mapping
technique [13,16]. Although Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and its many
flavors were originally conceived for blind source separation (BSS), many studies
were conducted on the application of ICA to feature extraction from time series
and images [13]. Redundant distributed data from natural signals such as natural
sounds or images have a high degree of redundancy [17,19].

Conclusion
This paper describes a procedure for using PCA as feature extractor in the con-

text of Iris recognition. The fast tracking capability is enabled by the recursive na-
ture of the complete eigenvector matrix updates. Results on experiments performed
on a standard database show increased performances with respect to the use of PCA
only as feature extractor. Performance comparisons with traditional algorithms, as
well as a structurally similar perturbation-based approach demonstrated the advan-
tages of the recursive PCA algorithm in terms of convergence speed and accuracy.
There are many successful algorithms for Preprocessing.
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